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ABSTRACT
Since American colleges and universities will need to

hire about 500,000 faculty members in the next 25 years, it is
important that speech communication graduate schools and current
graduate students who `will be in that labor pool\think about the
professional needs.. oft small schbols, as potential employers of speech
faculty. The academic background of an applicant is the foremost
qualification to be considered in a hiring decision. Small colleges-
seek the best qualified people available, usually doctorates from
quality graduate programs who have shown an inclination toward
scholarship. The second requirement is a commitment to teaching.
Small colleges can no longer afford to hire PhDs Solely interested in
research; the strongest selling point for these small colleges will
continue to be friendly, caring treatment of undergraduates.by highly
educated faculty members. One Other criterion is collegiality--the
ability to get along with peeri. Ultimately, choosing a small school
for a career must reflect an individual's desire to work at the
undergraduate 1eve1,*to prefer active participation in the classroom
to research irk depth, and to view communication less as a specific
field of study to be pursued in depth, and more as a central set of

. theories and shills that need to be integrated into the total
curriculum of an. institution. (NTH)
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Strategies for Seeking Employment in the Small College
.

' Sandra Madsen
Buena Vista College

Howard R. Bowen, Professor of Economics and Education at Claremont Graduate
School, observed in the Nov, 7 Chronicle of Higher Education, "American colleges
and universities will need to hire about 500,000 faculty members in the next 25
years, thereby replacing virtually the entire professoriate."' Hi goes on to
point out that while these hirings will be slow over the next decade, they will
be continuous and will accelerate as current tenured faculty reach retirement
age in the coming years. Many of these new faculty members will find themselves
seeking employment in small colleges,, either by choice or by happenstance. With
that possibility looming large, it is important for the graduate .schools and

,cUrrent graduate students who will be that laborpool to think about theLpno-
Ifessional needs of these small school employers. My paper will use my own small
experience as both a faculty member and administrator retonsible for,h4pring as
a Case study of small school needs and practices: A

In order to understand the perspective from which My comments arise,.I
orlust first describe the small college setting in which I operate. Our total

*Thrirollment is 950 students, With 55 full time faculty and an assortment of part
timewpeorile The speech/drama department consists of the equivalent of three
full time people, one in drama and two in speech. The two pogitions in s

.consist of one full time speech person and two people who are 1/2 speech
1/2 something else. This small department withip a small school offersea total
of 18 different courses, four of.them offered repeatedly or in multiple sections
to serve the general. cation function. Simple mathematics will reveal that
each faculty member is fering three to cla6Ses each semester and the
same number of course preparations. Add to this course load is the 4-1-4
calendar that we use, which forces preparation of an additional new, innovative,
and exciting course during the January term. The usual duties of all faculty
members are also expec4ed of our peoplecommittee work, student advising, .re-
search and professional society activity. 'We are, of course, expected to re-
main warm, friendly and personable throughout all of our duties, since that is
the essence of what we are selling to the students that werectuit.

My own background is perhaps typical of what happens to a person who leaves
the world of graduate school to embark upon a career in a small college. My
PhD work is in rhetorical theory. I would have expected to teach courses in
American Public Address, History and kriticism of Public Address, Theories of
Speech Criticism, perhapsa. little Greek and Roman Theory and, ff hard pressed,
an introductory course in public speakingthe advanced variety preferably.
An ideal situation would also have allowed me to teach courses in my research,
area, the Riletoric of theMcman Suffcage Movement, and in its latest extdnsion,i
Gender Communication. .

Had I been employed by a major university, I would have expected to teach
gone of the aforementioned courses each semester, specializing in women's
rhetoric and women's historky. I would also have .expected to have release time
to continue this research interest, to serve on committees, and to direct
graduate work. Even if I had focused my interest on the undergraduate curriculum,
I would.have expected to teach several courses beyond my immediate research
interest, such as Arierican Public Address or History and Criticism, and again
to have had release time for advising students and working with the forensics
imxjralm. I would especially not expect to teach in Januarys

The reality of Amy situation as a member of a small department n a small

college bears little resemblance to what I have just outlined. As c st.vech

teacher, I taught only one course of those I listed in my backgrounc Rhetoric
cif the Woman Suffrdge Movement--and I taught it only in occasional anuary terms

:1



during the fifteen years I served. my regular semester load consisted of two
sections of interpersonal communication, and one upper division course in group
discussion, argumentation, persuasion, and general semantics (rotated among'
faculty members and offered in alternate years). I also had the excluSive priv-
ilege of coaching the forensics program.

In addition to this teaching load, I served on at least one and usually two
committees per year, attended conventions such as, this and advised a fair share
of students, few of them speech/drama majors. My teaching position can best be
desdribed as a service function to the larger institution, and the courses
offered in the joint speech/drama major are, of necessity, limited to bare-bones
offerings.

I am not trying to suggest that I have spent the last 13 ears laboring
through the.9 circles of Dante's Inferno. I have found my classes stimulating,
the research needed to prepare for'them has kept me growing in my field, and my
interests have continued to expand. I am suggesting that my graduate studies,
in very limited ways, prepared me for the teaching assignments that I sdbsequently
encountered and I don't believe that myprofessional path is atypical. I believe
many people with my background and training are increasingly finding themselves
employed in small schoo4 environments.

Current demographic trends have provided a supply of potential faculty
members. Chat up to this point exceed the demand, go that colleges and universities
can have their pick of the new recipients of doctorates. Colleges such as mine,
which for years, evdn through the-sixties, were unable to attract PhD's or even
masters candidates from prestigious universitis, are now able to attract largEP-
poors of candidates, well qualified candidates, for almost every opening. In
light of this trend, I would like to point to the three variables thaer'a small
school such as mine considers in the hiring process--credentials, commitment and
collegiality. ^st;

The academic background of an individual is the first, and foremost, quali-
fication to be considered in a hiring decision. Small colleges no less than
large universities seek the best qualified people available. And best. qualified
usually is translated as PhD from a quality graduate program, who has shown al
inclination toward scholarship and a willingness to continue in that direction- -
and as I have suggested, we are increasingly able to get just that.

While most faculty members can understand the importance of the scholarship
and depth of commitment to. a discipline as a requisite of graduate teaching or
even to large programs in speech communication, they often feel unprepared for
the courses which they offer in the small school. Yet as small schools increasingly
seek excellence to attract students, there is a place for such professionalism.
The conflict comes in providing the service courses that are a part of general
education Or distribution requirements at most schools.

The graduate School model relied heavily on teaching assistants to

provide that service function, to allow the senior faculty the luxury of in-
dulging their own interest area. As University of Chicago Professor Wayne Booth
said in his 102 presidential address to the Modern Language Association:

"We have chosen--no ore required it of us--to say to the world,
almost in so many words, that we do not care who teaches the nonmajors
or under what' conditions, as long as the truublesome hordes move on
and out: forced in by requirements, forc6d out by discopragement, or
by disgust, or by literal failure. The great public fears or despises
us because we hire a vast army.of underpaid flunkies to teach the so- .'
called service courses, so that we can gladly teach, in our advanced
courses, those precious souls who survive the gauntlet, Give us lovers

and we will love them, but do not expect us to study courtship. If 4%

we had decided to run up a flag on the quad saying that we care not
a whit whether out society consists of people who practice critical

understanding, so long as we are left free to teach advanced courses,

we could not have given a clearer message"2
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Most_PhD holders were those teaching assistants, relegated to the rankseof the

underpaid workers in the service.courses,.and upon conferring of the degree had
hoped to find themselves among the ranks of the senior professoriate. Upon entering
the small college enviraiment,.-they are distressed to find themselves once again
teaching the lowly service course. The problem is that this pers06ctive on the
service course overlooks the preparation in a discipline'whithohoUld lae.a Pre-
requisite to teaching one of these courses, be it interpersonal oanmunication or

pOblic speaking. The person who chooses to teach interpersonal communication well
shOuld have a firm grgpnding in theories of perception and cognition, more than a
passing knowledge of general semantics and nonverbal behavior, as well as being
adept as small group prOcesses and conflict negotiation, The ability to use gaming

and simulation and experiential learning theories as teaching techniques will'en-
hance the classroom clinvte. Finally, the ability to ilgclude references to
business communication, family.communication, male/female communication and other
specialized contexts will make the course ad4ptive to a broad.population.

Public speaking, the staple to most undergraduate programs, need be no less
rigorous: A well-taught course requires knowledge of argumentation and persuasion
theory, of listening and learning theories, of critical evaluation of the speaking

process and an appreciation of the role of public address in a democratic society.

A good doge of ethiS in communication couTtl probably be included to the advantage -

of all students.
Assuming that these two courses, interpersOnal and public speaking, make up

the service component. and perhaps even the bulk of the load of a small college

teacher, the required credentials for teaching at a small sdhOol have already been

sketched. I am not saying that every small school forces its faculty to teach the

entire gamut of the speech/theatre diScipline, although there are some that do.

Rather, I am suggesting that t broader diversity of teaching optic) will exist

in the small college than in the larger research institutions. The

skills,learned in graduate school do have a place in the small institutions. As

the Assodiatiori of 'American Colleges' Project on Redefining the Meaning and Purpose

cg Baccalaureate Degrees recently pointed out, "the enemy of good teaching is hot

research, but rather the spirit that says that this is the only worthy or .legiti-

mate task for faculty members. An emphasis on teaching, moreover, does not require

the denigration OT researqh. The finest teachers are often qp best researchers."3

Thus, while academic credentials at the small college will require the

terminal degree, a small college is probably less interested in the depth to

which one has pursued the rhetoric of a minor orator than in the breadth of pre-

paration in the field of rhetoric generally, and the secondary interests which

are reflected in course work, in the BA and MA degrees and in the candidate's

interests for the future. Researchers, in the narrowest sense of the work, are

not highly prized. People interestad in continuing to educate themselves. on a

variety of issues,applitable to the range of teaching assignments, and who can

maintain academic discipline with minimal stimulation by fellow travelers, are

also to be prized.
The second requirement is commitment to teaching. Recent national reports

live condemned a trend which has been a serious problem to small school all along-- %

the emphasis is graduate school on producing researchers with narrow interests
. e .

rathet than teachers. The AAC project suggests that

"cedrtral tothe troubles and to the solution are the professors,

for the development that overwhelmed the old curriculum and changed

.
the entire nature of higher education was the transformation of the

professors from teachers concerned with the Characters and minds of

their students to professionals, scholars with PhD degrees with an

allegiance to academic disciplines stronger than their commitment to

teaching or to the life of the institutions where they are employed.



As appropriate as research is as the focus on energies and resourses

in the research university, the exclusive concern with research in
the training of recipientg of the PhD degree -- to the neglect of any

concern with teaching or with-any professional responsibility other

than to scholarship- -has encouraged college faculties to abandon the

sense of corporate responsibility that characterized professors of

the pre-professional era."4
i
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. Small colleges, faced with declining enrollments and tight Federal and

gift money, can not afford hire PhD's solely interested in research. Their

stiEeenstrongest selling point has , and will continue to be, friendly caring

treatment of undergraduate by highly educated faculty members. Excellence in

the classroom must be the factor which sets us apart. But our ability to pro-

vide quality teaching is limited by our ability to hire people tc% fit Howard

Bowen's description. The ideal characteristics for a faculty member are "a

sound general education," "intellectual breadth and a contemplative disposition,'

"keen mastery of the special field and the motivation to keep up to date;"

and "the ability to serve as exemplars to same students."5

Many schools claim to place emphagis on teaching, but they tend to provide

the larger rewards to those people who publish. In small- schools, the money tends

to be placed squarly On the faculty member.who relates well to students both in

and out of the classroom. Thus, when a small college seeks a faculty member,

they look to evidence of teaching experience and success, even if it is only

experience as a teaching assistant, during graduate school, it is an essential

ingredient to being hired.
A final criterion,wuuld be collegiality. The ability to get along with one's

peers is essential in any institution b5t thd'skills necessary at a small sdhdol

may be slightly different. In a large school or department, the ability to speak

the specialized language of one's field may be the first step in achieving accept-

ance, Recognizing the name of Kenneth Burke, being able to name any of the attic

orators, or having passing familiarity with Ve,names of the last five presidents

of CSSA may. go far toward moving a new person into the inner circle of accept-

ability. In a'small school there maybe no other person,.or at best one or two

other pebple, who speak your specialized language. And if the department consists

'of radio-tv, drama and speech, there may be no common language apparent in the

discourse. Even the pairing of a rhetorician with a small group person can lead

to language difficulties and no common ground.
Alne than likely, one's peers at a small college will cane from the larger

groupings found in Divisions such as mine, which is labeled Language and Literature

land consists of speech and drama, English, languages and mass cammunic.atipn.

A saco element of collegiality is being able to work with the "common grouping"

to guar tee that one gets a "slice of the departmental pie". Drawing students

or FTE's'is important everywhere, but in a large School a loss of students may

mean a reduction of one faculty member in the speech department. In a small

schoyl, a reduction can mean the elimination of the one. faculty member, and the

extinction of the program. The solution in many cases involves choosing between

staffing a full-fledged speech major, or offering to provide the service courses

to the larger institution which will guarantee the presence of speech sameWhere

in the curriculum. /
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Even where it is feasible to offer a full-fledged speech major, it may still

be ecessary to reach out to other disciplines to guarantee viable numbers. The

ke to full classes is the ability to convince colleagues in English, business,

cation, social work or what have you departments that course offerings

could be included in their requirements for the major or Currecommended supporting

work. You may also have to convince the academic standards committee that

speech communicatiot belongs in any general education requirements passed by

the institution. Bilt the ability to persuade colleagues to support your program .

involves a willingness to reciprocate. You Oust also be wiling to include



courses.. rom their departments in your major, or recommendations, and the courses
that attract nonmajors must become-adaptive to the needs, not only of speech

commilnicaaon majors, but of these other majors now represented in the classroom..
One need no.t.offer watered down courses to achieve this end, but some indication.

of oda9pation is necessary to a continued working relationship among disciplines.

Again, because of"the,limits of size, many small schools cannot offer the

range specialiZed coursdb offered at major universities. This limit is often

offset by cross-disciplinary offerings and by 4-1-4 calendar which prbvide
diversity within the set curriculum. This approach to diversitreguires faculty
members4who are able to look beyond their own disciplines in order to see
relatioflships that can be developed across disciplinary lines. Speech communica-

tion is"1 logical center ground for.much of the cross-pollination which occurs,
whetherj.t is the rhetoric of a historical figure or period, argument and
scientildc theory, or simply small group processes and business management. Our

methodology as well as our content areas span so many fields that the opportunities

for team teaching are endless. But these opportunities will only materialize

if the personality of the person in the speech position is such as to reach out

to shape these occasions.
Collegiality also extends to committee,work, and there is ample opportunity

to demonstrate these skills on mast small college campuses. Collegiality is

not a hard quality to. demonstrate, especially for76 person in speech communication.

An articulate-and willing-new faculty member will be given' ample opportunity

to take part in small college activities, from committee meetings to student

activities, and all that is necessary to achieve the goals of longevity is a

willing attitude to reach out to this larger constituency.
This ovexview of the workload and working conditions at a small college is

not intended to discdrage a person from seeking employment in such an environ-

ment. There ale other factors which favor employment at a small school. Balanced

against the inability to teach only one's research interest area is the opportu-

nity for diversity, to explore new fields, t6 follow avocation as well as voca-

tional interests. Changing.career focus is easier in a setting where you art

not locked into one teaching format and content. area. Offering new or different

courses is also facilitated by the smaller, less formal bureacracy which occurs

in small schools. While other colleagues must be consulted about change,.they

need be less protectikre about their territory, especially if you are the only

speech person and thus may pick any part of the field to work with.

A second plus is the reduction in pressure to publish 4 all costs. Publica-

tions certainly are important, but.they should be motivated by interest in the

area rather than seeing one's work in print inorder to continue to be employed.

With the emphasis on good teaching linked to scholarly growth, pilbliShing can

occur at your interest level rather than at administrative U.at.

Finally, the opportunity to work with undergraduate students and feel A

* direct investment in their future can be very t ng. Similarly, working

closely/with faculty members across all fields of terest can help one to

look at the field of speech cdmmunication in new and xciting ways.
Ultimately, the choice of a small school must reflect an individual's

desire to work a4 the undergraduate. level, to prefer active participation in'

the classroom to research in depth, and to view odmmUnication less as a specifid

field of study to be pursued in depth, and more as a central set of theories

and skills which need to be integrated into the total curriculum of an insti-

tution. Should this seem to be'Your calling, let me then address the hiring

process that you might encounter.
The hiring process which brings a candidate with quality credentials,

commdtment to teaching and collegiality to the small school setting is probably

not unique. Positions at our institution, which we advertise nationally in

conformity with affirmative actionjuidelines, are all currently tenure track

unless they are for replacement of.a faculty member, on sabbatical.
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By this I mean that we have not yet resorted to the device of keeping ourselves
from being tenured in or protecting the tenured deadwood by rotating a series
of masters degree candidates through a two- year'' employment pattern and then

dropping them for another similar candidate. We seek highly qualified pro-

fessionals who could be expected to make a long term commitment to the position.
While our salaries, like most educational institutions, do not adequately cum-
pensate faculty members for their education and ability, they' are in sam6'cases
higher than in many state institutions which are now being forced to tighten the
belt as tax revenues continue to shrink.

. After soliciting applications, we move to the selection process. At our

in itution, all members of 'the Division read through all credentials and iecomr

the most likely candidates. If no consensus on one or two top candidates
es, we conduct a telephone conference interview with the top contenders to

try to limit our choices to the required one or two. The candidate knows the

call will be coming, so hopefully is prepared.--Thisinteiriewallows us to
probe the credentials and academic preparation of the candidate. But beyond

that.it also serves as a test of collegiality. Does this person sound know,-

..ledgeable and'like "our kind of person:" Admittedly, a phone call may not be
the best way to answer either of those queStions, but we.have.used this approach.
to limit our options for interviewing, and have found it revealin4 in many cases.'

.Once our pool is limited to the people we wish to see in.person, our
marathon interview schedule begins. Administration is obviously. involved. The

Division people also must be included since they will work modst closely with

members fram outsiethe division to again verify the person's fit with the
the person hired. addition to the Division people, we also include faculty

larger institution. The final element in our evaluation is an encounter with

students who are majors or participants in speech programs. Since teaching and

the ability to relate to students is high on our list of qualifications, this
step is considered vital to the process. While students' evaluations do not

dictate our choices, we tend to list6 carefully to-theirtimpressions, and if

Us student response is negative, the candidate has great difficulty being hired.

Any candidate who survives all of these constituencies has ample opportu-

nity to exhibit the thiee criteria which we seek, and has also haclan opportunity

'to get a feel for the place to which he/she seeks access.
.

Teaching in a shall school can be a very exciting and rewarding career

Choice. But a person needs to think seriously about preparing for the demands

that this choice implies. Current graduate programs do not necessarily consider

this career choice inetheir requirements for the PhD degree, and many candidates'

are not advised of the option while they are planning their programs. Should

you find the small.school a viable employment option, I would only hope that

you would look careftilly at your credentials, commitment to teaching and willing-.

ness to "fit in". Those-of us on the hiring end most certainly will.

4.
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